I am participating in this conference because

- I am interested in the theme "Communicating from & with the margins" (4.1)
- I want to celebrate the anniversary of CAMECO (3.8)
- I want to learn from other experiences (4.3)
- I want to network (3.8)
Among the three leading questions the most relevant for me is:

- How can media projects better address the needs of marginalised? - 22
- How can communication initiatives become more sustainable? - 17
- How can good practices be upscaled or replicated? - 10
In media projects, addressing the needs of marginalised is

- A core aspect: 23
- One among various important factors: 26
- Of minor importance: 0
Strengthening sustainability

- Should be a core aspect in communication projects: 22
- Is one among various important aspects in communication projects: 24
- Is of minor importance in communication projects: 1
Up scaling or replicating

- 11 respondents believe up scaling should be a central focus in communication projects.
- 32 respondents believe up scaling is one among various important aspects in communication projects.
- 5 respondents believe up scaling is of minor importance in communication projects.

- Respondents total: 48
At the conference I would also like to discuss...

- No idea
- Formation for media
- Professional ways to communicate the impact of the projects
- Cameco's priorities
- Impact assessment. Statistical results
- With interesting people
- Traditional concepts of 'development' and the need to decolonialise mainstream media.
- How to be updated in new technologies/media
- Which technology and digital platforms for a marginalized environment?
At the conference I would also like to discuss ...

- strong confirmation of previous answer
- Self sustaining media?
- how to get funding
- Organisational sustainability
- Media and politic
- Social Media governed by communities
- Peace journalism
- What we mean by ‘the marginalised’ ones.
- Applying Christian principle to digital communication
At the conference I would also like to discuss ...

- How to work in big Communication projects together when we don’t use the same language ...
- How can communication counter populist narratives? How to promote and protect freedom of expression in restrictive contexts?
- How to lobby govt to drop frequency fees of community radios
- on relations and experiences between moe- and south-projects
- Medua litrracy
- Misuse of sicial media
- better change viillage